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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose an image restoration algorithm based on state-of-the-art wavelet domain statis-
tical models. We present an eﬃcient method to estimate the model parameters from the observations, and
solve the restoration problem in orthonormal and translation–invariant (TI) wavelet domains. Substantial
improvements over previous wavelet–based restoration methods are obtained. The use of a TI wavelet
transform further enhances the restoration performance. We studythe improvement from the viewpoint
of Bayesian estimation theory and show that replacing an estimator with its TI version will reduce the
expected risk if the signal and the degradation model are stationary.
Keywords: image restoration, overcomplete wavelet representation, statistical modeling, Bayesian risk
1. INTRODUCTION
In manyapplications, due to the imperfection of imaging sy stems, the observed image is a degraded version
of the original scene. In this paper, we consider the following model: the original, unknown image f is
blurred bya convolution operator B (typically a lowpass ﬁlter), and corrupted by additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) n with zero mean and known variance σ2
n. We consider discrete images: f,y,n ∈ RN,
where N is the number of pixels. Image restoration aims at obtaining a good estimate from the degraded
observations y = Bf + n.
Regularization is often used to overcome the ill–posed nature of the image restoration problem. Unlikely
estimates are penalized bya regularization penaltybased on ap r i o r iknowledge. Various regularization
functions have been proposed, for example, quadratic smoothness penalties [1], l1 smoothness norms [2],
Besov norms [3], and Huber functions [4].
Compared to spatial–domain image restoration, which has been studied since the seventies [5], restora-
tion in transform domain such as wavelet domain is relativelynew. Wavelet domains have two potential
advantages suitable for restoration applications: ﬁrst, it is often easier to distinguish signal and noise in the
wavelet domains than in the original spatial domain due to signal energycompaction; second, the wavelet
transform captures well signal singularities, which maylead to better edge preservation and ringing arti-
fact reduction. Under an orthonormal wavelet transform W, the degradation model in the wavelet domain
takes the form ˜ y = ˜ B˜ f +˜ n,w h e r e˜ y, ˜ f,˜ n ∈ RN are the wavelet decompositions of y, f,a n dn, respectively.
The wavelet domain operator ˜ B = WBWT can be considered as the 2–D transform of the spatial domain
operator B.
The literature on wavelet–based image restoration (see [6–11] for representative techniques) is more lim-
ited than that on wavelet image denoising (B = identityoperator). Manywavelet–based image restoration
schemes are direct extensions of wavelet–based denoising techniques. For example, noise can be removed
from the inverse–ﬁltered observations using thresholding in a mirror wavelet basis [11]. Alternatively,
∗ Work supported by the National Science Foundation under award MIP-9732995 (CAREER) and CDA-96-24396.preﬁltering has been used to produce under–regularized estimates, followed bya wavelet–domain Kalman
ﬁltering to remove residual noise [7].
In this paper, we formulate regularization penalties in the wavelet domain using an adaptive statistical
wavelet model that has been successfullyused in compression [12] and in denoising [13] applications. We
also consider TI wavelet transforms which have been popular for denoising but new in image restoration.
2. REGULARIZATION USING WAVELET MODELS
Consider the regularized maximum likelihood (ML) estimator in the wavelet domain:
ˆ f =a r gm i n
˜ f
 
||˜ y − ˜ B˜ f||2
2σ2
n
+ µΦ(˜ f)
 
, (1)
where Φ(˜ f) is the regularization function in penalizing unlikelyestimates in the wavelet domain. If a
statistical wavelet model is available, one can choose Φ(˜ f)=−lnp(˜ f). The solution is the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimator.
Two problems are essential: how to properlychoose the regularization penaltyΦ( ˜ f); and how to solve
the optimization problem (1).
As an approximation to the Karhunen-Lo` eve transform (KLT), a suitable wavelet transform nearly
decorrelates practical images, and facilitates statistical modeling. Modeling of wavelet coeﬃcients has
been studied in image compression literature. Based on such models, one can design a regularization
penaltyΦ( ˜ f) which properlypenalizes unlikelyimages. In this section, we consider the following models
for ˜ f. The ﬁrst two models are classical ones and are used for comparison purposes. The third one is an
advanced model used in [12] and [13], and is our main focus. In all cases, Φ(˜ f)i sc o n v e x .
• Gaussian model is the most often encountered in image restoration literature. The regularization
penaltyis quadratic: Φ( ˜ f)=|| ˜ C˜ f||2,w h e r e ˜ C is a linear operator [6]. The corresponding spatial
domain operator is typically a highpass ﬁlter. The penalized approach (1) is known as Tikhonov
regularization. The optimization is relativelyeasydue to the convexityof the penalized cost (1).
The MAP estimator under the Gaussian model is a Wiener ﬁlter.
If the wavelet coeﬃcients within subbandj are independent and identicallydistributed (iid) N(0,σ2
˜ f,j),
the penaltytakes the form
Φ(˜ f)=
 
j,i
˜ f2
j (i)
2σ2
˜ f,j
, (2)
where ˜ fj(i) denotes the signal coeﬃcient in subband j at location i. This quadratic penaltyis used
for instance in [6].
• Generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) model. The ﬁrst order statistics of wavelet co-
eﬃcients within a subband j can be well modeled as a GGD with some variance σ2
˜ f,j and shape
parameter γj in the range between 0.5 and 1 [14]. Correspondingly,
Φ(˜ f)=
 
j,i
dj| ˜ fj(i)|γj, (3)
where the normalization constant dj depends on γj and σ2
˜ f,j. This model has been successful when
applied to image denoising in our previous work [15]. The multiple domain image restoration methodbyIshwar and Moulin [9] uses a similar regularization penaltyderived from moment constraints on
the distribution of the wavelet coeﬃcients.
In this paper, we consider the GGD model with γj =1f o ra l lj, i.e., wavelet coeﬃcients within a
subband j is modeled as iid Laplacian [16]. With this model, the penaltyfunction (3) is an l1 norm.
We do not consider other values of γj, because estimation performance is fairlyinsensitive to the
value of γj for γj ∈ [0.5,1] [15].
• Estimation–Quantization (EQ) coder model [12]. This is an adaptive model which assumes
that the wavelet coeﬃcients are independent Gaussian with zero mean and slowlyvary ing variance. It
has been veriﬁed [13] that wavelet coeﬃcients normalized bytheir local standard deviation estimated
from a small neighborhood approximatelyfollows the normal N(0,1) distribution. Under this model,
the regularization penaltytakes the form
Φ(˜ f)=
 
j,i
˜ f2
j (i)
2σ2
˜ f,j(i)
, (4)
where σ2
˜ f,j(i) is the local signal variance in subband j,a tl o c a t i o ni.
The three models described above make diﬀerent assumptions about the wavelet coeﬃcients in the detail
subbands. For the approximation subband (coarse scale), coeﬃcients are modeled as a stationaryGauss-
Markov process with positive mean. We assume the diﬀerence between each coeﬃcient and the average of
its four neighbors is iid Gaussian.
As a benchmark, we also consider a spatial–domain Gauss–Markov random ﬁeld (MRF) model in which
the diﬀerence between each pixel and the average of its four neighbors is iid Gaussian.
3. A GRADIENT DESCENT OPTIMIZATION METHOD
Minimization of the cost function in (1) is a high–dimensional optimization problem. Deriving a computa-
tionallyeﬃcient optimization algorithm is a major challenge. While optimization aspects of spatial–domain
image restoration have been thoroughlystudied (e.g., [5,17]), there is currentlyno sy stematic treatment
of optimization aspects of wavelet-domain image restoration. One diﬃcultyis that wavelet subbands are
coupled due to the presence of blur. Perturbation of the wavelet coeﬃcients in one subband of f will not
onlyaﬀect the observation coeﬃcients in the same subband, but will rather aﬀect all subbands. Some
wavelet–based restoration approaches uses approximations to decouple the subbands, and are restricted
to quadratic penaltyfunctions (e.g., in [18] and [6]). In this section, we present a simple gradient descent
optimization algorithm for solving (1), taking into account the coupling between wavelet subbands. This
algorithm is applicable to common regularization penalties, as discussed below.
If the regularization penaltyΦ( ˜ f) is continuous in RN, and the gradient ∇˜ fΦ exists everywhere except
at a countable set of points, the optimization problem (1) can be solved using gradient descent [19]. The
cost function is
E =
1
2σ2
n
||˜ y − ˜ B˜ f||2 + µΦ(˜ f), (5)
and its gradient is given by
∇˜ f E =
1
σ2
n
˜ BT( ˜ B˜ f − ˜ y)+µ∇˜ f Φ; (6)
With an explicit form of Φ(˜ f), the second term of the gradient is easyto evaluate. For example, for the
wavelet models described in Sec. 2:• ∂Φ
∂ ˜ fj(i) = ˜ fj(i)/σ2
˜ f,j for the Gaussian model (2);
• ∂Φ
∂ ˜ fj(i) =
 
j,i
√
2
σ ˜ f,j
Sign(˜ fj(i)) for the Laplacian model (3);
• ∂Φ
∂ ˜ fj(i) = ˜ fj(i)/σ2
˜ f,j(i) for the EQ model (4).
The ﬁrst term of the gradient is 1
σ2
n
˜ BT( ˜ B˜ f − ˜ y). Note that the operator ˜ B expressed in matrix form
has size N × N. Such a big size prohibits anydirect explicit evaluation of ˜ B.W ev i e wB as a ﬁlter, and
use the following procedure to evaluate the ﬁrst gradient term:
• given the estimate f, blur it with the point spread function (PSF) {b(k,l)} to obtain Bf,t h e n
compute the residual error Bf − y;
• blur the error with the adjoint ﬁlter which is simplythe mirrored and conjugated version of the PSF,
i.e., badj(k,l)=b(−k,−l), and obtain BT(Bf − y);
• project onto the wavelet domain via a wavelet transform W,a n do b t a i nWBT(Bf −y). When W is
orthonormal, this term is the gradient with respect to ˜ f.
Because the gradient (6) is easyto compute, a gradient descent method is simple and convenient. In
each iteration, the algorithm keeps track of the spatial domain image and its wavelet representation. It
projects back and forth between the spatial domain and wavelet domain. Convergence of a gradient descent
algorithm to a stationarypoint is guaranteed if the stepsize is chosen properly[19].
4. OBTAINING THE MODEL PARAMETERS
The models described in Sec. 2 each have some unknown parameters (one parameter, σ2
˜ f,j, per subband for
the Gaussian and Laplacian models, and the variance ﬁeld {σ2
˜ f,j(i)} for EQ model). The gradient descent
algorithm of Sec. 3 assumes that these parameters are known. In this section, we estimate the unknown
parameters from the observation coeﬃcients ˜ y. The methods described in this section neglects crossband
interaction, and are accurate if the wavelet ﬁlters are frequencyselective. In our experiment, we found
that these methods work well when Daubechies ﬁlterbank with four or more taps are used.
4.1. Homogeneous Gaussian and Laplacian Models
We ﬁrst consider the simple Gaussian and Laplacian models. If the wavelet ﬁlterbank consists of ideal
brickwall ﬁlters, there is no interaction between subbands due to perfect spectral separation. Diﬀerent
subbands of y are uncorrelated. Fig. 1 illustrates the change in spectrum due to ﬁltering. For simplicity,
we consider 1–D signal here. Extension to 2–D images is straightforward. Assuming the iid Gaussian or
Laplacian model is exact, the power spectrum of f, denoted by Sf(ω), is piecewise constant, as illustrated
in Fig. 1a. The blurring ﬁlter modiﬁes the power spectrum in each subband independently. Fig. 1b
depicts a typical (lowpass) blurring spectrum |B(ω)|2, and Fig. 1c shows the power spectrum Sy(ω)=
|B(ω)|2Sf(ω)+σ2
n of the data y. As we are interested in recovering σ2
˜ f,j, we onlyneed to compute the
variance σ2
˜ y,j for each subband j (recall we assume zero means). The variance of the signal coeﬃcients and
the variance of the observation are related as follows:
σ2
˜ y,j = βjσ2
˜ f,j + σ2
n , (7)S (    ) f ω S (    ) ω y
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Figure 1. Spectral analysis of blurring operation. (a) Signal power spectrum Sf(ω); (b) |B(ω)|2;( c )
observation power spectrum Sy(ω).
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Figure 2. Blurring operation in the wavelet domain.
where
βj =
 
Ωj |B(ω)|2dω
 
Ωj dω
, (8)
is a know energyattenuation factor for subband j.
For general wavelet ﬁlterbanks, Fig. 2 illustrates the relation between ˜ f and ˜ y in the absence of noise.
˜ H(z)a n d ˜ G(z) are the synthesis ﬁlters; H(z)a n dG(z) are the analysis ﬁlters. The paths  11 ,  22 ,a n d
 33  are simple ﬁltering operations. For example, the transfer function of path  22 , denoted by h22(n),
is simplythe downsampled version (bya factor of 4) of the ﬁlter ˜ G(z2) ˜ H(z)B(z)G(z2)H(z). We use
frequencyselective wavelet ﬁlterbanks such as Daubechies ﬁlterbank with four or more taps. For these
ﬁlters, crossband interaction can be neglected, thus we approximatelyhave (7), with the attenuation factor
βj =
 
n
h2
jj(n). (9)
The ideal brickwall ﬁlterbank (8) is a special case of (9).
From (7), we estimate the signal variance σ2
˜ f,j as β−1
j · max(0, 1
Nj
 
i ˜ y2
j(i) − σ2
n), where Nj is the total
number of coeﬃcients in subband j,a n dβj =
 
n h2
jj(n) is a scaling constant depending on the blurring
ﬁlter. This estimate is reliable if Nj is large.4.2. EQ model
Now we consider the more complex EQ model. Under this model, the variance ﬁeld of ˜ y in subband j is
E[˜ y2
j(n)] = E


 
k,l
hjj(n − k)hjj(n − l) ˜ fj(k) ˜ fj(l)

 + σ2
n
=
 
k,l
hjj(n − k)hjj(n − l)σ2
˜ f,j(k)δ(k − l)+σ2
n
=
 
k
h2
jj(n − k)σ2
˜ f,j(k)+σ2
n.
So the variance ﬁeld for the subband ˜ yj(n) is the convolution of h2
jj(n) and the signal variance ﬁeld σ2
˜ f,j(n),
oﬀset by σ2
n. The variance ﬁeld σ2
˜ f,j(n), being slowlyvary ing, is relativelyeasyto estimate. From the ob-
servation coeﬃcients, we deconvolve from
d(i)
 
=
1
|N(i)|
 
n∈N(i)
˜ y2
j(n) − σ2
n,
where N(i)i sa3 ×3 neighborhood of the coeﬃcient at location i, to obtain an estimate of the signal
variance ﬁeld. For deconvolution, we use the l2 norm of the estimate as the regularization penalty. We
use the shorthand notation t for the signal variance ﬁeld to be estimated, and d for the estimated variance
ﬁeld for ˜ y. The estimate for t is
ˆ t =a r gm i n
t
||d − h2
jj ∗ t||2 + µ||t||2.
The regularization parameter µ is chosen empirically. In our experiments reported in Sec. 6, µ =0 .4.
5. RESTORATION USING TRANSLATION INVARIANT WAVELET
TRANSFORMS
TI wavelet transforms were popularized byCoifman and Donoho [20]. Theypoint out that denoising
using an orthogonal basis produces noticeable artifacts such as Gibbs-like ringing around discontinuities.
These artifacts are due to the misalignment of the discontinuities and the wavelet basis functions. To ﬁx
this problem, theyproposed a cy cle-spinning denoising algorithm which shifts the signal bya collection of
shifts, denoises each shifted signal, and align-averages the estimates. The Gibbs artifacts of diﬀerent shifts
partiallycancel each other, and the ﬁnal estimate exhibits signiﬁcantlyweaker artifacts. This is equivalent
to denoising using an undecimated overcomplete wavelet expansion. The redundancyfactor is proportional
to the number of resolutions.
We have extended the image estimation methods described in Secs. 3 and 4 to TI wavelet representa-
tions. We partition the undecimated overcomplete frame coeﬃcients into subgroups, each corresponding
to a subband in the orthonormal representation. The coeﬃcients in each subgroup are assumed to follow
the Gaussian, Laplacian, or EQ model. Subgroups corresponding to diﬀerent shifts are treated in parallel.
Subgroups in the coarse scale and horizontal, vertical, and diagonal ﬁne details corresponding to the same
shift are assembled to a higher resolution through a conventional orthonormal wavelet transform. The
higher resolution representations obtained from all parallel subgroups are averaged before proceeding to
the next resolution. This is similar to the cycle-spinning procedure in [20].6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested the restoration schemes discussed above on images such as Lena. Two blurring ﬁlters were used:
a5×5 uniform blur, and a separable symmetric 5×5 ﬁlter with ﬁlter taps [ 1
16, 1
4, 3
8, 1
4, 1
16] in both horizontal
and vertical directions. Signal-to-noise ratio was 25 — 35dB. We used a 3–level wavelet decomposition
with the Daubechies’ maximallyﬂat 8-tap ﬁlters. We compare the restoration results using four models:
the iid Gaussian model for each subband, the iid Laplacian model for each subband, the spatially-varying
EQ model, and the spatial domain Gaussian MRF model as a benchmark. We also compare the restoration
results using the model parameters computed from the true image f (thus by“cheating”) and the results
using the model parameter estimation scheme (see Sec. 4).
Tables 1 — 4 report the MSEs for restored Lena and Bank images using orthonormal and translation
invariant wavelet transforms. The MSEs using the model parameter estimation scheme are roughly15%
higher than the MSEs using the model parameters computed from the true image. This indicates that
our parameter estimation method (Sec. 4) is eﬀective, or the restoration algorithm is fairlyrobust to the
values of the model parameters.
The restoration algorithm based on the wavelet EQ model outperforms its competitors, especiallyin
its TI mode: for Lena image, the MSE is onlytwo thirds of that using the spatial domain model. It is
also signiﬁcantlylower than the MSEs using the wavelet domain Gaussian and Laplacian models. From
Tables 1 — 4, we notice that TI transform produces 10 – 20% improvement in MSE over orthonormal
transform. The restored images are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The restored images using TI representations
are much sharper than the spatial domain estimates.
7. BAYESIAN RISK ANALYSIS
We now studythe estimation problem from a Bay esian point of view and show that under some mild
assumptions, replacing an estimator with its TI version can onlyimprove the estimation performance. In
fact the mathematical analysis applies not only to TI estimators but also to rotation–invariant estimators
[22,23] and other estimators.
Consider a generic stochastic degradation model where the observation y ∈Yis a sequence deﬁned
over a countable domain Λ. For example, for discrete images with N1 pixels in horizontal direction and
N2 pixels in vertical direction, Λ = [1,···,N 1]×[1,···,N 2], and Y = RN1N2. Deﬁne a shift operator on Y:
Sλ : Y→Y , for all λ ∈ Λ (10)
where λ is the shift parameter. Assume there exists an inverse shift operation, denoted by S−λ, such that
S−λSλy = y for all y ∈Y.
Likewise, the true signal f ∈Fis deﬁned over a (possiblyuncountable) domain ˜ Λ. For example, for
ﬁnite–energyimages deﬁned on the unit square, ˜ Λ=[ 0 ,1]2,a n dF = L2([0,1]2). Deﬁne a shift operator
on F:
˜ S˜ λ : F→F , for all ˜ λ ∈ ˜ Λ, (11)
where ˜ λ is the shift parameter. Also assume the existence of an inverse shift operator on F, denoted by
˜ S−˜ λ. The shift operators (10) and (11) are general. For example, theyinclude circular translations over
the rectangular grid [1,···,N 1] × [1,···,N 2] and rotations over a uniformlysampled polar grid.
Suppose the observation y is related to the unknown true signal f via the conditional probabilitydensity
function p(y|f). We assume that
A1. the degradation model p(y|f) is shift invariant (SI), i.e., there exists a mapping q :Λ→ ˜ Λ
such that p(Sλy|˜ Sq(λ)f)=p(y|f) for any λ ∈ Λ.Orthonormal TI
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Gaussian model [6] 83.24 89.62 74.40 76.57
Laplacian model [21] 87.49 85.70 70.68 67.99
EQ model 73.15 75.59 60.68 65.55
Spatial Gaussian 101.03
Table 1. Restoration results for Lena image blurred bya 5 × 5 separable blur with taps [ 1
16, 1
4, 3
8, 1
4, 1
16]
in the horizontal and vertical direction, and contaminated byAWGN with SNR= 25dB. Original MSE=
134.63.
Orthonormal TI
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Gaussian model [6] 82.19 87.16 72.21 75.17
Laplacian model [21] 82.19 87.42 69.00 74.70
EQ model 65.70 75.74 55.53 63.03
Spatial Gaussian 92.57
Table 2. Restoration results for Lena image blurred bya 5 ×5 uniform blur, and contaminated byAWGN
with SNR= 35dB. Original MSE= 203.27.
Orthonormal TI
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Gaussian model [6] 175.73 193.70 163.02 164.95
Laplacian model [21] 186.73 185.67 157.09 155.15
EQ model 144.82 153.49 130.17 141.13
Spatial Gaussian 193.38
Table 3. Restoration result for Cameraman image blurred bya 5 ×5 separable blur with taps [ 1
16, 1
4, 3
8, 1
4, 1
16]
in the horizontal and vertical direction, and contaminated byAWGN with SNR= 25dB. Original MSE=
259.55.
Orthonormal TI
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Use true
variances
Estimate
variances
Gaussian model [6] 150.33 172.31 140.59 143.30
Laplacian model [21] 155.94 171.19 128.25 145.00
EQ model 110.33 133.51 100.33 114.61
Spatial Gaussian 170.53
Table 4. Restoration result for Cameraman image blurred bya 5 × 5 uniform blur, and contaminated by
AWGN with SNR= 35dB. Original MSE= 393.67.(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3. Estimation results for Lena: (a) degraded image, MSE= 203.27; (b) restored using spatial
domain Gauss MRF model, MSE= 92.57; (c) restored using the EQ model in TI wavelet basis, MSE=
63.03.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Estimation results for Cameraman: (a) degraded image, MSE= 393.67; (b) restored using
spatial domain Gauss MRF model, MSE= 170.53; (c) restored using the EQ model in TI wavelet basis,
MSE= 114.61.We refer to q(λ) as the shift induced by λ. Assumption A1 is often satisﬁed in applications, for instance,
in restoration with linear shift–invariant blur and stationarynoise. There q(λ)=sλ,w h e r es is a ﬁxed
scale factor relating images in F to discrete images in Y.
Under this generic degradation model, we consider an estimator ˆ f = Ay,w h e r eA is an arbitrary
estimation algorithm. For instance, A could consist of a set of nonlinearities applied to each coeﬃcient of
y in an orthonormal wavelet basis [24,25]. In general, ˆ f maynot be SI. Deﬁne a modiﬁed estimator ˆ fµ by
shift–averaging the original estimator according to a measure µ, such that µ(Λ) = 1:
ˆ fµ
 
=
 
Λ
˜ S−q(λ)ASλyµ (dλ), (12)
If µ(dλ) is the uniform measure over Λ, then ˆ fµ = ˆ fSI is the classical SI choice.
To measure estimation performance, we deﬁne a loss function d : F×F→R+ and a risk function
R( ˆ f,f)=E[d( ˆ f,f)]. The expectation is with respect to p(y|f). Consider the Bayesian scenario where a
probabilitymeasure dP(f) is speciﬁed for f ∈F, and the estimation risk is averaged over all f:
R( ˆ f,F)=
 
F
R( ˆ f,f)dP(f).
Assume that
A2. the loss function d( ˆ f,f) is convex in the ﬁrst argument;
A3. the loss function is SI, i.e., d(˜ S˜ λ
ˆ f, ˜ S˜ λf)=d( ˆ f,f) for all ˜ λ ∈ ˜ Λ;
A4. the probabilitymeasure P is stationary: dP(˜ S˜ λf)=dP(f) for all ˜ λ ∈ ˜ Λ.
Assumptions A2 and A3 hold for instance for the usual squared error loss function d( ˆ f,f)=
 
| ˆ f(t) −
f(t)|2dt. Under A2 and A3, the risk function R( ˆ f,f) is also convex. Under assumptions A1 — A4, we
compare the two estimators ˆ f and ˆ fµ, and compare their estimation performance.
Theorem 7.1. Assuming that: the degradation model satisﬁes A1; the loss function d satisﬁes A2 and
A3; and the probability measure P satisﬁes A4, we have
R( ˆ fµ,F) ≤ R( ˆ f,F), (13)
in particular, estimation in the SI mode will not increase the expected risk.
Proof:
R( ˆ fµ,F)=Ef[R( ˆ fµ,f)]
= EfEy|f
 
d
  
Λ
˜ S−q(λ)ASλyµ (dλ),f
  
(a)
≤ EfEy|f
  
Λ
d(˜ S−q(λ)ASλy,f) µ(dλ)
 
=
 
Λ
EfEy|f
 
d(˜ S−q(λ)ASλy,f)
 
µ(dλ)
(b)
=
 
Λ
EfEy|f
 
d(ASλy, ˜ Sq(λ)f)
 
µ(dλ)2
2
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Figure 5. Wavelet–based denoising: (a) estimation scheme ˆ f = Ay;( b )i t sT Iv e r s i o n ˆ fTI.
Inequality(a) is due to the convexityof d(·,f); equality(b) follows from A3. Now use the shorthand
notations yλ = Sλy and f˜ λ = ˜ Sq(λ)f. The estimate of f˜ λ is ˆ f˜ λ = Ayλ. Note from assumption A1, we have
p(yλ|f˜ λ)=p(y|f) for all λ ∈ Λ, hence
RHS of (b)
(c)
=
 
Λ
Ef˜ λEyλ|f˜ λ
 
d(Ayλ,f˜ λ)
 
µ(dλ)
(d)
=
 
Λ
R( ˆ f,F) µ(dλ)
= R( ˆ f,F).
equality(c) is because the degradation model is SI (A1) and the probabilitymeasure P is stationary(A4).
The integrand Ef˜ λEyλ|f˜ λ
 
d(Ayλ,f˜ λ)
 
is thus independent of λ, and is equal to Ef[R( ˆ f,f)]. Hence we have
equality(d). Q.E.D.
Theorem 7.1 holds for anyestimation algorithm A and anymeasure µ. If the loss function d(·,f)i s
strictlyconvex in its ﬁrst argument, the inequality(13) holds with equalitywhen A is SI, i.e., ˆ f = ˆ fSI.I n
this case, the expected risk remains unchanged.
7.1. Linear estimation
Theorem 7.1 implies that under stationarityassumptions A1 — A4, replacing an estimator ˆ f with its SI
version (12) will not increase the expected risk. In this section, we quantifythe improvement for linear
estimators.
Consider the estimation of f from its noisyobservation y = Bf +n,w h e r ef, n,a n dy are all discrete–
time signals (f,y,n ∈ RN), and B is the blur operator, assumed to be linear and shift invariant. The
shift operator here is translation in horizontal and vertical directions. Assume f and n are independent,
stationaryrandom processes with respective power spectra Sf(ω)a n dSn(ω). Consider the orthonormal
wavelet domain estimator pictured in Fig. 5a. Each subband is processed separately. In each subband j,
the estimate is obtained byconvolving the noisycoeﬃcients ˜yj with a linear ﬁlter Cj(z). The TI version
of this estimator takes the form pictured in Fig. 5b. In the undecimated subband j, the coeﬃcients ˜ yj areconvolved with the upsampled version of cj (bya factor of 2). This is due to the Noble identity[26]: a
downsampler with downsampling factor M followed bya ﬁlter Cj(z)i se q u i v a l e n tt oCj(zM) followed by
the downsampler. The estimate ˆ fTI is thus obtained byconvolving the data y with
ATI(z)=H(z)C0(z2) ˜ H(z)+G(z)C1(z2) ˜ G(z).
The extension to multiple–level wavelet decomposition is straightforward:
ATI(z)=
 
j
Hj(z)Cj(zMj) ˜ Hj(z),
where j is the subband index, Mj is the corresponding downsampling factor, and Hj(z)a n d ˜ Hj(z)a r et h e
analysis and synthesis ﬁlters for subband j respectively. For instance, for the coarse subband in a two–level
wavelet decomposition, Mj =4 ,Hj(z)=H(z2)H(z), and ˜ Hj(z)= ˜ H(z2) ˜ H(z).
We use squared l2 norm as the loss function to measure the estimation performance of ˆ f and ˆ fTI,a n d
compare their expected risk.
• The expected risk for the orthonormal wavelet domain estimator is
E1 = E||Ay − f||2 = E||ABf − f||2 + E||An||2. (14)
Let e
 
= Bf be the blurred signal, and ˜ fj,˜ ej and ˜ nj denote the wavelet representation in subband j
for f, e,a n dn, respectively. Using Parseval’s theorem, we obtain
E1 =
 
j
 
E|| ˜ fj − cj ∗ ˜ ej||2 + E||cj ∗ ˜ nj||2
 
=
 
j
  π
−π
 
S ˜ f,j(ω)+|Cj(ω)|2S˜ e,j(ω) − 2Cj(ω)S˜ e, ˜ f,j(ω)+|Cj(ω)|2S˜ n,j(ω)
 
dω,
(15)
where S ˜ f,j(ω), S˜ e,j(ω), and S˜ n,j(ω) are the power spectra of ˜ fj,˜ ej and ˜ nj, respectively; and S˜ e, ˜ f,j(ω)
is the cross power spectra of ˜ ej and ˜ fj.
Note that the autocorrelation of ˜ fj is the downsampled version (bya factor of Mj)o fhj ∗ rf ∗ hj,
where rf is the spatial domain autocorrelation of f,a n dhj is the adjoint (time–ﬂipped version) ﬁlter
of hj. Hence given the power spectrum Sf(ω), S ˜ f,j(ω) can be evaluated easily. Similarly we can
evaluate S˜ n,j(ω), S˜ e,j(ω), and S˜ e, ˜ f,j(ω). From (15), E1 can be computed.
• The expected risk for the TI estimator ˆ fTI = aTI ∗ y is
E2 = E|| ˆ fTI − f||2 = E||aTI ∗ e − f||2 + E||aTI ∗ n||2
=
  π
−π
 
|1 − B(ω)ATI(ω)|2Sf(ω)+|ATI(ω)|2Sn(ω)
 
dω. (16)
Given the power spectra Sf, Sn, the blur B, and the estimation ﬁlters {cj}, the computation of E2
is straightforward.0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
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Figure 6. Expected risk as a function of σ2
n/σ2
f for restoration with blur b = {1/4,1/2,1/4}.( a ) T h e
original estimator A is the optimal scalar estimator in the orthonormal wavelet domain; (b) A is the optimal
linear estimator in each subband. The curve marked with “o” is for Wiener ﬁltering; the curve marked
with “+” is for the original estimator ˆ f;t h ec u r v em a r k e dw i t h“ ∗” is for the TI estimator ˆ fTI.
How much smaller E2 is compared to E1 depends on the choice of the estimator A (equivalently, the
ﬁlters {Cj(ω)}. We quantifythe improvement for a simple signal model. Assume f is a stationaryAR–1
Gaussian process with autocorrelation rf(k)=r|k|σ2
f (0 ≤ r ≤ 1). The noise {n(k)} is iid N(0,σ2
n). For
this degradation model, the optimal linear estimator is Wiener ﬁltering with frequencyresponse W(ω)=
B∗(ω)Sf(ω)
|B(ω)|2Sf(ω)+σ2
n. The optimal estimator is TI, and is used as a benchmark. Now we consider two choices of
A:
• Optimal scalar estimator in each subband.
Individual wavelet coeﬃcients are scaled bythe factor
E[ ˜ fj˜ ej]
σ2
˜ e,j+σ2
n,w h e r eσ2
˜ e,j is the variance of the blurred
signal coeﬃcients ˜ ej. The TI version scales the coeﬃcients in the undecimated subband bythe same
factor. Fig. 6a plots the Bayesian risks as a function of the inverse SNR σ2
n/σ2
f for r =0 .9. The
blur b = {1/4,1/2,1/4}. The signal is decomposed into three scales using Daubechies’ maximally
ﬂat 4-tap ﬁlters. The E1 c u r v ei sm a r k e dw i t h“ + ” ,a n dt h eE2 curve is marked with “∗”. Fig. 6a
also plots the expected risk (marked with “o”) for Wiener ﬁltering. We see that E2 is close to the
optimal risk, and is about 8% lower than E1. The redundancyof TI representation partiallymakes
up for the performance loss due to the scalar operation constraint.
• Optimal linear estimator in each subband.
Let Cj be the optimal linear ﬁlter in subband j. It has frequencyresponse Cj(ω)=
S˜ e, ˜ f,j(ω)
S˜ e,j(ω)+σ2
n.
Though each Cj is optimal, the overall estimator A is worse than the Wiener ﬁlter because the
subbands are estimated separately. The TI version ATI is also suboptimal, since the ﬁlters in the
undecimated subbands are the upsampled version of cj, thus are constrained. For this choice of A,
Fig. 6b plots the expected risks. E2 is about 3% lower than E1. Unlike the previous estimator, A is
nearlyTI, thus it leaves limited space for improvement bychanging from orthonormal to TI mode.REFERENCES
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